**FIVE WALKS**

**Wednesday 22nd September**  10-12 pm walk 1: From Belfast to Beirut. Susanne Bosch
Walk about art as research to the Georg Best airport on foot
Please bring good footwear and dress for the weather.
12-12:45 pm sitting in airport, reflection

**Thursday, 30th September**  10-12 pm walk 2: M.U.E.L. (Mobile Urban Experience Laboratory)
Urban research project.
Please bring good footwear and dress for the weather.
12-1 pm reflection of the outcomes of the day

**Thursday, 7 Oct 2010**  10-12 pm walk 3: East Belfast and Beyond. Dan Shipsides
Theme: Being around: defense and jeopardy.
Experiencing and recognizing some limits and possibilities of public spaces, structures and political stances of specific historical and creative encounters.
Research methods: Experiential, intuitive, historical, political, social.
Please bring good footwear and dress for the weather.
Some public/private transport will also be used – so there maybe the need for some taxi costs. As much free transport as possible will be provided – but in the event of larger group numbers taxi’s might be required for a section of the journey.
12-1 pm reflection of the outcomes of the day

**Thursday, 11 November**  10-4 pm walk 4: Derry. tea
Please bring good footwear and dress for the weather.
Some public/private transport will also be used. As much free transport as possible will be provided – but in the event of larger group numbers a bus fare might be required to go to Derry.

**Thursday, 18th November**  10-2 pm walk 5: Going on a walk off. Andrea Theis
I would like to invite the participants to think of places in Belfast, where they would not go alone because of feelings of disquiet, discomfort or even fear, but would dare to go to as a group. We will agree on a selection of places and how we will interact with the site. Whilst having a cup of tea afterwards, we will explore the impact of the collective presence and perception on ourselves – and the site.
10 – 11 am preparation: individual thoughts on places of fear, selection of places for tour by group decision, in studio 82D21, UU Belfast; 11 am – 1 pm tour 1 pm – 2 pm discussion and tea